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Structure of the presentation

A) A current lack of guidance on B2All = B2B + B2C or
B2All = B2B + B2C + B2E?

B) What all stakeholders should expect, hence B2All =
B2B + B2C + B2E

C) Organization of observation, calculation and
dissemination by Insitutional Sector
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A) A lack of guidance on B2E or not B2E?
Eurostat-OECD manual

“The aim of this guide is to aid countries to develop
producer price indices for ‘business services’, i.e., those
services that are mainly aimed at uses other than
household consumption […]”

“An SPPI is defined here as […] The index covers services
provided for all uses, intermediate and final consumption,
and for exports. However, the use in intermediate
consumption dominates […]”

“The coverage of all output means that SPPI comprise
prices […] to all institutional sectors, financial and non-
financial corporations, government units, non-profit
institutions (NPISH), households and the rest of the world.
[…] Subdivision of an SPPI by destination of output can
therefore be desirable […].”

=> requests B2All, supposed to be very close to B2B
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A) A lack of guidance on B2E or not B2E?
European STS regulation and handbook

“3. The output price variable (No 310) covers services delivered to 
customers that are enterprises or persons representing enterprises.”

No consideration about exports in the STS methodology 
handbook.

=> requests B2B, not B2All, inclusion of B2E not mentioned
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A) A lack of guidance on B2E or not B2E?
The European Members States practice

The Eurostat SPPI TF of May 2009 observed that exports 
to foreign businesses were usually included in B2B:

=> B2E usually included in B2B (for foreign enterprises)
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A) B2B and/or B2All?
The European Members States practice

The Eurostat SPPI TF of May 2009 stated that B2All 
indicators were still new at that time:

=> articulation between B2B and B2All unclear (at least in 
2009)
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A) No mention of B2E in STS-package

Only B2B and B2All:

The idea of B2E was supported by the delegate of OECD, but 
no text is yet available on Eurostat side…

=> implicitly, the idea is still that B2All = B2B + B2C
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B) But what are the normal purposes of (S)PPI?

IMF manual on PPI (2004):

“2.51 - Price instability introduces uncertainty into
economic analysis and decision making, so the main uses
of the PPI relate to efforts to minimize this uncertainty. The
PPI therefore has the following main uses:
 Short-term indicator of inflationary trends;

 National accounts deflators;

 Indexation in legal contracts in both the public and private sectors,
particularly for more detailed PPI components;

 Required by international organizations such as Eurostat, the
OECD, IMF, and European Central Bank (ECB) for economic
monitoring and comparison;

 Current cost accounting;

 Compilation of other inflation measure such as

the final expenditure price index (FEPI); and

 Analytical tool for businesses / researchers”

rather B2B, B2C, B2E apart ( uses)

rather B2E out of B2B

should appreciate B2E, 

even B2E1 (euro-zone)
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B) What National Accounts should request

The commodity flow by product is written this way:
 
P + M + TTM  + T-L = IC + FC + GFCF + X 
 
 
 
 
 

Production 
Imports 

Transport 
and trade 
margins 

Taxes less 
subsidies on 
products 

Intermediate 
Consumption 

Final 
Consumption 

Gross fixed 
capital formation Exports 

It should be balanced both in current prices and in previous
year prices, preferably by deflation, which needs such
indicators:

 
P + M  + T-L  = IC + FC + GFCF + X 
 
 
 
 
 

B to All Import 
price ? 

Implicit breakdown 
between volume 
and price relying 
on the uses side 

B to B B to C B to B B to E 
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B) “B2E” in the sense of National Accounts

Foreign households, if they consume “on the territory”,
are “tourists”, and their expenditures are considered as
Final Consumption, moreover covered by CPI.

But if the “tourists” are in fact “business travellers”, their
expenditures have to be considered as exports (or as
imports and intermediate consumption).

For National Accounts, because of Cif-Fob conventions
for international exchange of goods, international freight
transportation has to be considered as export of
services, irrespectively of the nationality of the customer.
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B) National Accounts expectations

SNA 2008 was quoting “new initiatives”:

“15.160 - Exports and imports consist of both goods and 
services. For both exports and imports, goods and services 
are expressed in volume terms using quite different 
deflators because of the very different sources available for 
goods and services. New initiatives are under way to 
improve price indices for external trade in services that 
should lead to improved data in this area”
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B) GATS and the diverse modes of ITS 

Note that in modes 1 and 4, exports can concern natural persons (not
businesses), their FC is not “in the territory” of the supplier and the
prices are not covered by CPI (passengers transport, financial services,
e-commerce, some personal services).

Note also that MSITS manual would appreciate exports and imports
prices by product and by mode.

Mode Supplier 
presence 

Criteria Treatment in 
NA / BoP 

Mode 1: Cross-
border supply 

Service delivered within the territory of the 
consumer, from the territory of another country (of 
the supplier) 

imports / 
exports 

Mode 2: 
Consumption 

abroad 

Service 
supplier not 

present within 
the territory of 
the consumer 

Service delivered outside the territory of the 
consumer, in the territory of another country (of the 
supplier) 

Households: 
FC / tourism 

Others: imports 
/ exports 

Mode 3: 
Commercial 

presence 

Service delivered within the territory of the 
consumer, through the commercial presence of the 
supplier 

FATS 
revenue of 
property 

Mode 4: 
Presence of a 
natural person 

Service 
supplier 

present within 
the territory of 
the consumer 

Service delivered within the territory of the 
consumer, with supplier present as a natural 
person 

imports / 
exports 

 

For 

NA
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B) If we desire as much information on 
services as on industry…

For industry, the
distinction between
imports and
production on one
hand, and between
domestic market and
“exports” on the other
hand, is more
important than
between B2B and
B2C (indeed not
requested).
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C) Observation of turnover in SBS questionnaires

Product code

~ CPA 6-digits
Detailed products Amount in €

Turnover breakdown

Services sales

by kind of customers

by country

Intragroup BtoB

BtoB

(GG) BtoB

BtoC

BtoC

domestic

EU

non-EU
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C) Confirmation of weights at the enterprise level, 
from visit report
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C) Fine weights at enterprise x elementary 
product level, from visit report
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C) Vertical aggregation (bottum-up) for B2B, 
B2C, B2E1 and B2E9 indicators

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

    
 
         Weights at meso-level 
 
 
       Weight : 7 700 000 000 €  
 
 
 
 
                          Individual weights coming from “visits reports” 
  
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

« indirect » prices  

Collected 
price 
series 
(SR) 

Calculated 
price 
series 
(SRC) 

N elementary indices  

XX.XX.XX 

CPA 5 or 6 digits 

XX.XX.YY 

CPA 5 or 6 digits 

Elementary 
price indices 

(SE) 

Institutional sector for XX.XX at basic prices 

Aggregated 
price indices 

(SS) 

M elementary indices  

“direct” 
prices 

Price 
components 

Price 
components 

CPA 4-digits 

Institutional sector for XX.X at basic prices 

CPA 3-digits 

Institutional sector for XX at basic prices 
CPA 2-digits, 

sections, totals… 

A
G
G
R
E
G
A
T
E
S 
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C) Horizontal aggregation for B2E and B2All 
indicators

B2E is obtained by aggregation of B2E1 and B2E9;

B2All is obtained by aggregation of B2B, B2C and 
B2E.

At each product level (CPA 4-digits or infra, CPA 3-
digits, etc.)
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C) Dissemination on Insee BDM website

Industry and services as similar as possible (B2All, 
B2B at basic prices, B2B at market prices, B2E)
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C) Methods A, B, C typology for SPPI by 
institutional sectors

Relevance Kind of observation / calculation B to B B to C B to E B to All 

A+ 

“true” elementary price indices issued from 
transactions by a specific enterprise on a 
specific product toward a specific institutional 
sector (1 SE by SR). 

relevant elementary price indices issued from 
transactions by a specific enterprise on a 
specific product toward a broad set of 
institutional sectors (usually both domestic 
and non-domestic), with corresponding 
weights (several SE by SR). 

83 % 15 % 57 % 65 % 

A- 

“B to C” obtained from CPI with relevant 
consistency COICOP function / CPA product 
and correction of taxes and subsidies on 
products influence on price development 

NA 76 % NA 19 % 

B 
price indices at CPA 4-digits level imputed 
from other institutional sector of same CPA 4-
digits product. 

5 % 6 % 29 % 6 % 

C 
price indices at CPA 4-digits level imputed 
from other CPA 4-digits product. 

12 % 3 % 14 % 10 % 
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Conclusion: next step, development of import 
prices and “total supply” SPPI

In some cases like air transport or inland waterways
freight transport, private users or professional unions are
not interested only by (domestic) SPPI, but by import
prices, or more simply by “input prices” representing both
production and importations, notably “total supply for
businesses”.

We are currently developing such indices, both in inland
waterways freight transport (50.40), passenger air
transport (51.10) and freight air transport (51.21).

The difficulty is usually to find a sample framework for
importations, but all information exists on air transport.
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